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A performative 
multimedia installation 

In my diploma project „103.26,5 
alltägliche Schwimmbewe-
gungen“ („103.26,5 everyday 
swimming movements“) it is my 
intention to affect and irritate the 
body through implication of body 
objects, and thereby question 
the ordinary locomotory system, 
and build a consciousness for 
our routines and our continuous-
ly increasing inflexibility. The 
constraints cause a guidance 
of movement, which attempts 
to make body-awareness more 
noticeable and conscious, and 
draws attention to it. Inhibited by 
fear and habitual processes we 
lose awareness of changes.

   103.26,5 alltägliche Schwimmbewegungen



The body-fitting objects interrupt, disrupt and irritate habitual motion 
sequences and thereby modify them.



Self-constraining of the performative body plays an important role, 
and derives a sculptural aspect in its everyday inspired action.
This double meaning of the human body potentially influences the ob-
server and triggers associations and similarities to ones own everyday 
behaviour.



Stage 

The family drama “The Glebays“ 
(by Miroslav Krleža) picks out 
the decadence and disintegrati-
on of a banker’s dynasty. 
The homecoming son reveals 
the ailing family situation 
where murder and fraud are part 
of everyday life and all family 
members have become guilty of 
something.
I put the scenic settings of the 
play which is characterized by 
cases of death into a strong 
contrast to the Mexican death 
cult Día de los Muertos (Day 
of the Dead) where the acting 
characters are engaged in ritual 
procedures.

Glembays-Galizien

Picture of one scene 
materials: papier mache, wax,
different sorts of paper, pond 
foil, acrylic



At the same time the “Skull Mountain“ 
heavily damaged and being in a phase of 
disintegration serves as a fire trench for 
the second part of the trilogy “Galicia“.
The attempt is to obsessively push aside 
the outrages of war. 
In order to keep up the appearance the 
soldiers are busy stabilizing the
concert piano on the inclined stage.

a part of the scenario, pictures, sketches



Research:

World War I
Battlefield injury
Dia de los Muertos
Rituals
First rhinoplasty
Accumulations



Costume
Performance 

The corset of the everyday-life 
is getting tighter and tighter 
around the body and the spirit.

In my opinion the sonnet 27 by 
William Shakespeare reflects the 
standstill of our own life – 
our daily routine, the social 
conventions, the unnecessary 
things everywhere and also the 
useless high-tech stuff all 
around us.

My attention was especially 
attracted by the manifestation 
of the dressmakers art as it was 
very much characterized by 
geometrical shapes and the 
restrictions on the wearer‘s 
freedom of movement.
My intention was to make it 
physically arduous for the actor 
or performer to act when wearing 
the costume, thus influencing his 
or her performance.

Sonnet 27

Picture of the Performance „Will will“



The Adaption of the sonnet 27 
by William Shakespeare and the 
connected crossing of personal 
pronouns lead to the consciously 
utilized irritation of the audience 
and also support the issues of 
my topic. 

The performance „Will will“ was 
presented at four different 
evenings at the Academy of fine 
Arts of Vienna, where each 
presentation was based on 
a different room situation, to 
enable independent develop-
ment.

Built into the costume the 
performer (myself) had no 
chance to undress by herself.

Documentation of the 
working process:
Research
Sketches
Historical paper study
Costume substructure

Materials used for the costume:
Wood, Electronic scrap, Colored 
pencil, Daily life stuff: brush,
toothbrush, teddy, glasses..



 
Vienna – All Tomorrows

Costume

Volx / Margareten

A speculative simulation
In the not too distant future: It is 
crumbling in Europe. 
Austria dares the Öxit, Vienna 
the Wixit. For the first time in 
its history, Vienna now has to 
fight for survival as a lone-laced 
city-state. A joint commission is 
now commissioned to direct the 
fortunes of the city.
Vienna - All Tomorrows is game, 
installation and simulation.
In three small teams (- political 
factions, technocrats, huma-
nists, autocrats) the visitors are 
moving on a map of a future 
Vienna, which is peppered with 
speculative information. 



In order to obtain this informati-
on, the visitors have to use 
special markers and augmented 
reality technology to bring the si-
lent matter of the map to life and 
shape the future of the city. 
It is important to make decisi-
ons together with far-reaching 
ethical, political, economic and 
ecological consequences. The 
fate of the city lies in the hands 
of the visitors. Are you delibera-
tely or unintentionally driving the 
city toward the abyss? Are you 
making your decisions a new era 
of repressive Biedermeier or are 
you turning Vienna into a thriving 
utopia?

autocrats
humanists
technocrats



Costume/Objekt
Performance 

Collaborative Project
Performance over 4 days
the group is interested in brin-
ging to fore questions about the 
physical/ material body, as well 
as the spaces that these bodies 
inhabit and activate with their 
presence and interaction.

WE REALLY NEED TO START 
TALKING



Costum/Object: 
4 sewed life jackets
relation between humans, objects, space and borders



„Going Native“

“Going Native” was a collaborative 
art-expedition, focusing on rethin-
king of the ideas of socilly engaged 
artworks and emphasizing such 
theories as social practice and 
relational aesthetics. The journey 
involved creative traveling around 
Russia and Abkhazia, exploring the 
areas and interactions with local 
people. More than 17 artists from 
various countries including Russia, 
Lebanon, the UK, and Austria, took 
part on this trip. Their work is re-
lated to engagement, involvement 
and sense of ownership in various 
ways.



Mirrored reality

Creating the illusion of reality through the mirrored and consumed 
projection of home, the portable home. First done in Gagra in an 
abandoned house than translated into a gallery space regarded to the 
experiences and impressions received in the context of „ Going native“.

Traveling from place to place and stoping in the different houses of native 
people, living closely together in their home was the actuator for the 
projection of my (home‘s) couch, showing the variety but also the 
simultaneity of home through a reproduction which created another reality. 
The doubling of the mirroring indicates the flexibility of „home“.

What is home? Where is home? How to create home or a feeling of home 
far away, dealing with the absence. In the confrontation with the 
abandoned house in Gagra, marks indicate the once present and illustrate 
the contemporary absence. 
Including the projection in the house in Gagra where we worked for some 
days was a point of arrival on this journey.



Repeating  Movement 

Daily life observations focusing 
on repeated movements, in a 
two week time slot being the first 
time in the country.

Because of traveling with a 
group of native Russians, it was 
possible to catch impressions of 
the Russian life and country in a 
non touristic way.
In this 3 weeks we always mo-
ved, the concentration is on the 
movements, especially on repe-
ated ones. 

Video: https://youtu.be/ZD3i-
E8IcLbg



 
Installation 

 
„The inhabitants of a single 
building live a few inches from 
each other, they are separated 
by a mere partition wall, they 
share the same spaces repeated 
along each corridor…“  
Georges Perec, 
Life A User‘s Manual

As Found

Materials: Carton
                 Plexiglas
                 Acrylic



This project is about watching, observing - continue to 
pursue findings – finding a restarting point to induce new 
thoughts 

The installation of this third developed due to the fascination of 
convoluted architecture, which made me enter into the 
hexagon-shaped stairways, the main artery of the microcosm of 
three cubes put together.

Pictures:
Research - Inspiration
Neblingasse 8-10
Front view, Staircase, Original ground plot



Destroy to be individual.

5x5 Film
Jewelery Objects 
interactive Performanc

Critics: 
mass consumption of cheaply 
produced bulk commodities that 
the client is not likely to establish 
an identification lacking any 
breath of individuality

Target: 
radically draw attention by 
destruction and out of the 
fragments manufacture 
something “new“, unique, 
individual

Exhibition (Salzburg): Installation -
on the one table a workplace of a 
jeweler, on the other table an exposed 
piece of jewelry, between the two tab-
les the interaction area and on the wall 
the 5x5 second film



Starting point of the work was the production of a 5x5 seconds 
project film as a short introduction and the related manufacture of the 
piece of jewelry.
In the continuing work, a performance-installation, my target was the 
interactive involvement of the visitors. With my film the visitors were 
indirectly invited to destroy mass produced jewelry and to have their 
individual piece of jewelry manufactured live.

Performance live fabrication of jewelry out of destroyed mass produced jewelry,
workplace, exposed piece of jewelry, visitor destroying mass produced jewelry



Manufacturing documentary of the 
piece of jewelry: 
Steps of the destruction and the
fabrication of a new piece of jewelry   

5 Film stills out of the 5x5 seconds 
Film



Film
Sarah Binder, Iva Ivanova, Marie Klein, Geraldine Massing

Everyday life. Day after day TV stations play programmes pretending 
to enact it. How does a day look like in the lives of four art students? 
It‘s summer and not much is happening. Underproduced reality TV 
as a counter strategy to medial glut of emotions. Voyeurism in its 
purest form.                                      filmed with a mobile phone camera
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